
Sent: Friday, May 16, 2008 8:04 AM PT 

To: Garry Purkiss 

Cc: rest; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy 
Washington DC.; Raj Chetty; Guy De Chazal - Partner Morgan Stanley; Oprah; 

Howard Schultz - Founder, Chairman and Global Strategist for Starbucks; Steven 

Lee Parkinson - Mothercare – Middleast; steven.weisman@nytimes.com; Embassy 

of Pakistan - Interests Section of the Islamic Republic of Iran; Professor Jagdish 

Bhagwati - Columbia University; Molly H. Hubbard - Director of Development James 
A. Baker III Institute for Public Policy - JAB's law firm representing the House of 

Saud; Mary Valder - Trilateral Commission; Roger W. Robinson - "Busom buddy" of 

King Golden Jr. Esq. - Former Chairman U.S.-China Economic and Security Review 

Commission-Protege of senior DAAC operative David Rockefellar - Chairman of 

Chase Manhattan Bank; King Golden Jr. Esq.; Valerie Schulte Esq. - National 

Association of Broadcasters; oreilly@foxnews.com; Jay O. Light - Dean Harvard 
Business School; Janetta C. Randolph -Executive Assistant to the Minister, The 

Memorial Church, Harvard University; jmoran@cfa.harvard.edu; Joe Carroll - 

Bloomberg News Room; Joseph A. Greco - Institutional Senior Trader, BRANDES 

INVESTMENT PARTNERS ; Professor Joe Grundfest - Stanford University - former 

member of the SEC; Joe Vazquez - CBS TV; 60m@cbsnews.com; 
TheTonightShow@nbc.com; 'Senator@McCain.senate.gov'; Bob Kjar – US Air Force 

– Squash buddy of “Station Manager” Air America CIA - bob@kjar.org; artbell-

coast; BelgiumOffice@ebrd.com; Bill Handle - KFI 640 AM "More Stimulating Talk 

Sh*t Radio" [sic]; Bill Kovarik; Byron King - O'Farrell Community School - Center 

for Advanced Academic Studies - A California Charter School; Professor Rabbi Abner 
Weiss; WestfallGJ@state.gov'; Diana Henriques - journalist New York Times - Big 

Jury Award in Injury Case Over Keyboards - December 10, 1996; Fred D’Ambrosi – 

News Director KFMB TV - CBS; Fred Deluca - Founder-co-owner Subway; E. Trimble 

- President of KFMB TV; American Civil Liberties Union [ACLU]; Amir Attaran - 

Scientist and lawyer -Canada Research Chair in Law, Population Health and Global 

Development at the University of Ottawa; david aufrichtig; 'Gil Baer'; 'Tracy 
Borkum'; 'Oscar Dike'; 'Graham Downes'; 'Michael Friedman'; 'Marc Goupile'; 

'Lawrence Hart'; 'Carla & Joey Hotz'; 'Ricky Jacobs'; 'Jeff Jaffe'; 'Jeff Jaffe'; 'Gavin 

Jaffe'; 'Howard Katz'; 'Anita Magnenat'; 'Rob Purkiss'; 'Hilarie Sellers'; 'Ellana 

Slotar'; 'Alec Smollan'; 'Jacob Steinaluf'; 'Dee Summers'; 'Shaun Tomson'; 'Jennifer 

Tomson'; 'paul tomson'; 'Marie p Tomson'; 'tracy tomson'; 'arthi.s@iafrica.com'; 
'zulu1@telkomsa.net'; ahackner@netactive.co.za; mandm@global.co.za; 

bergermd@aol.com; BermanJ@scmb.co.za; bsmail@xtra.co.nz; Valerie & Stanley; 

iti04598@mweb.co.za; bdfabric@iafrica.com; Diane Levy - Alumni Carmel College, 

Durban, South Africa; ccecchetto@kfmb.com; Hbar4@aol.com; 

gkluk@attglobal.net; jbkrifcher@aol.com; joal2@erols.com; kellyberm@aol.com; 
lance.berman@spcorp.com; alana@netvision.net.il; lhack@home.com; 

aronz@earthlink.net; morkelb@home.com; nataliefainsod@hotmail.com; Neil 

Gould; ccochran@thesandiegochannel.com; cconcann@fas.harvard.edu; 

clapper@maaganm.co.il;cc_rest@nextraterrestrial.com; Ronnie@crystal.com.au; 

deputygm@peninsula.co.za; slevin@nepa.org.za; sir@akamail.com; 
spberman@sabje.co.za; sperling@iafrica.com; Irwin Strous Esq.; Cliff Benn; Gary 

"A Jewish 9 is a 4 with money" Legator; Noreen Kane Steinabel; Norman Lazarus - 

NLazarus@NBM-Houston.com; Bernard Lazarus - Open Supporter of The South 
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African Apartheid Regime and brother of Gunter "The Pig" Lazarus; Devin Standard; 

Dr. John K. Pollard Jr. - Alumni MIT & Cornell University; 'carinavs@aucor.com'; Elie 

Wiesel; Eliot Spitzer - Client #9 - Former Governor of New York State - Former 
Attorney General of New York State - Linked to Prostitution Ring ; Simon 

Wiesenthal Center; Syd Cohen - Commander of Israel Squadron 101 - Israel War of 

"Independance" [sic]; Warrengs@state.gov; United States Justice Department; US 

Navy Vice Admiral John Stufflebeem; jimandjoe@ussliberty.com; Senator Barack 

Obama - US Democratic Presidential candidate; Senator@kennedy.senate.gov; 
Senator Lieberman; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-Rhodes Scholar-Rich Clinton; Roy Essakow 

- Executive Marc Rich Holdings; ericswissphoto@gmail.com; Joe Carroll - 

Bloomberg News Room; Professor Joe Grundfest - Stanford University - former 

member of the SEC; jackiedowns@gmail.com; Author-Journalist Mark Gevisser - 

son of David Gevisser, executor of American Charles Engelhard's estate; Nicholas 

Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel [DAAC]; Stephen Cohen - Codiam 
Inc.; Sherri Hendricks - Rapaport Report; Ernest Slotar Inc.; Edward Jay Epstein - 

Author of The Diamond Invention; Helen Zille - Mayor of Cape Town, South Africa; 

Obed Mlaba - Mayor of Durban, South Africa; South African Consulate General; 

South China Morning Post; Sarah Sim - Prince News, Princeton University; Dr. John 

K. Pollard Jr. - Alumni MIT & Cornell University; Devin Standard; President 
Rosenberg of the Screen Actors Guild; Melanie Gurvits Esq. - Steven Spielberg's 

lawyer; Melissa Rubenstein - US Holocaust Memorial Museum,; Drew Faust - 

President of Harvard University; Richard C. Levin, President Yale University; Alan M. 

Dershowitz - Harvard University Law School; David P Minks II; Dr. Jonathan 

"Trouble Bubble" Beare; Tefo Mohapi; Joyce Kwan - nuzeds@tt.mit.edu; Joyce 
DeBeers-Rhodes Bursary-Scholarship Mohapi; Augusto Benito Vargis; Jay 

McMichael - CNN photojournalist; Sammy The Pimp Haim; Mossad; 

President@whitehouse.gov 

Subject: PLAY BALL - ISRAEL at 60 -- 

 

Garry,  
 

How does one help those who “pride” themselves so very selectively on something 

like Israel having survived and based on “picture perfect” photos looks like it is 

prospering, big buildings, lots of lights, flowers still growing, Masada still standing, 

the Dead Sea still flowing, the De Beers Hasidic-ultra orthodox Jewish-Black Hatters 
still rocking back and forth before our most sacred sanctuary, the Wailing-Western 

Wall in Jerusalem, now having you feel not only like vomiting but so ashamed and 

on top of it to have named so many other Jewish people, mostly Jewish South 

Africans who have yet to the best of my knowledge commented publicly about 

either The Diamond Invention or the South African Apartheid Regime’s biological 
weapons programme that was spearheaded by both the CIA and British 

Intelligence, used first on Black South Africans and then kept “under lock and key”, 

first by Nelson Mandela and then his successor Thabo Mbeki? 

 

Not to mention I haven’t heard anything apart from “deafening silences” from each 
and every South African Jewish person whether living in the United States or 

elsewhere and who prides themselves on Israel’s survival, when it comes to 

commenting on the ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence report or for that matter 
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all the rest of the unique information we are sharing at just3ants.com, and G-d/God 

forbid any of you were to put your hands in your pockets and make a contribution 

“until it hurt”. 
 

To mention little of you should know that my step-father Alan Zulman was one of 

the largest if not the largest fund raiser for Israel during the 1967 Six Day War and 

of course Alan Zulman is very quiet as well.  

 
A feeling such as “pride” is an “emotional response” that comes from the brain 

hidden from view and yet we all know the brain is all “logic” given how the brain is 

all chemistry which translates back into the science, into the math the most precise 

of languages and hence why we conclude that the mind is the first indicator of the 

“Supernatural”; and consequently it is possible to examine very carefully each and 

every one of our “emotional responses” in figuring out whether each one of us 7 
billion odd on this planet are truly in a “search for truth” or simply all about “feeling 

good”. 

 

And never should any of us forget the Chinese who “live to learn” versus most of us 

westerners who “live to eat” and “talk sh*t” [sic] especially when someone like me 
with a whole bunch of common sense comes around and can, thanks to email and 

chat sessions, help all the “good people” figure out in an instant who they want to 

choose as their company. 

 

In due course I will be exploring a little further what exactly I mean when I say, 
“What goes around comes around with a vengeance” and just trust me when I say 

once understood it is not in the least bit pleasant a feeling for each and every 

person who chooses poorly to be the first to go “deafeningly silent”. 

 

You would also agree it is pretty difficult to be “attacking” China these days 

although I bet you also know a good number of people who are so gleeful about 
this current devastation but I doubt such people have the intellect to know they are 

so very foolish to even share such thoughts with themselves. 

 

Not to mention I have of course been in touch with a whole bunch of Chinese 

people who not only speak a very good English, some far better than most 
westerners I know, and without exception they are most optimistic about their 

future even if it means all out war with the United States. 

 

Yes, when broadcasting your email you never saw how that ingenious Israeli 

Military Intelligence report has most if not all those such as yourself living in the 
U.S. having to face up, not some time in the future, but right this instant, to the 

implications of those so very easy to understand “findings” of the United States 

Government’s “double dealings” when it comes to the State of Israel. 

 

Let me explain in a little more detail. 
 

I was showing Adam L. Tucker the 5 MB file you sent me on Israel and there was 

this one photo where the camera pans and it looks to me a lot like the Huleh Valley 
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that I first got see with my mother Zena wearing a short sleeved dress back in July 

1966 – see below. 

 
BTW would you be so kind given the time constraints I have today to forward that 

rather large file to Keren over at the Office of the Israeli Department of Defense 

attaché at the Israeli Embassy in Washington DC.; there is a good possibility she 

will be able to confirm. 
 

Not everyone whose email address you shared with me, and I assume to share with 

others taking pride in sharing the truth beginning with the United States 

Government never being a friend of the fledging state of Israel, while most likely all 

of them “supportive of Israel” whatever that means, was unaware until hearing it 
first from me that the U.S. Government has never been a “friend of the fledging 

Jewish State”? 

 

More likely than not because I am suggesting very strongly that they don’t follow 

their initial knee jerk reaction and tell me to “get lost” that when doing their own 
research in to the arms embargo placed on Israel both before, during and 

immediately after Israel’s most brutal War of Independence that the US 

Government was not alone in thinking would last no more than a few hours before 

Ben Gurion and his forces would be pushed into the Mediterranean Sea, again most 

including Shaun Tomson’s mother Marie Tomson whose first name is pronounced 

with a “long a” versus my French speaking wife, Marie Dion Gevisser whose first 
name is pronounced with a “short a”, would never have believed in their worst 

nightmare that such an arms embargo also made it illegal for men of military age 

such as my father, who Marie Tomson thought she knew well as well my mother’s 

half-brother Joe Ash, to even enter Israel, let alone join Fighter-Bomber-Pilots such 

as my dad’s very close friend Commander Syd Cohen who took over as Commander 
of Israel’s only Squadron, Squadron 101 when Modi Alon was killed when coming in 



to land after a mission when his fighter plane burst into flames with Syd Cohen and 

others watching on helplessly. 

 
It is also most likely that you don’t know of single Israeli kid let alone a South 

African such as myself who at age 9 would be handed over a fine piece of weaponry 

such as an Israeli made Uzi submachine gun so very close to Israel’s northern 

border that wasn’t taken out of some storage facility on a military base in 

downtown Tel-Aviv, instead to have a most trusted aid to Ben Gurion instruct a 
highly skilled and experienced Israeli Special Forces commando to do the 

unthinkable and hand me his weapon without of course the possibility of a court 

marshal; and I have no doubt I then handed the Uzi without the bullet clip over to 

my elder brother Melvin, but I certainly don’t recall him pointing the gun at me, let 

alone following in his footsteps by putting up my hands. 

 

 
Do you think displaying the “killer instinct” at a young age was as important to my 

highly secretive Royal Mater and her most trusted Israeli-Argentinean “guide” 

Yehudah Matov as it was taking us from one kibbutz to the next, although I never 

quite figured out why Kibbutz Ayelet Hashahar seemed to be her favorite, apart 

from of course the word “ash”. 
 

Not every Jewish person in the world is aware that it was not only the CIA but 

Simon Wiesenthal who interfered with the capture of Eichmann back in 1960. 

 

While of course my mother who is also well known to Marie, Shaun, Paul and their 
sister Tracy who is my age, is the one who wrote on the Polaroid shot above the 

words, “playing fighting” you would need to read just once my mother Zena’s 

craftily written memoirs entitled, Life Story of Zena that she began broadcasting via 

email on October 9th, 2001 within 3 odd months of sending me the handwritten 

letter below 

http://www.zimmer.co.il/hashachar/english.html


 
on King David Hotel Jerusalem stationary along with a “Hand to ward off the evil 
eye” that she was given at the Wailing-Western Wall, to know that this was very 

serious business to my no-nonsense, extraordinarily shrewd business person/trader 

mother who was raised by her pogrom orphaned paternal grandmother, Nechie 

Badash, an extraordinarily close confidante of Ben Gurion given how for starters 

they both came from the same tiny village of Plonsk, White Russia-Poland; Nechie 
only leaving Tel-Aviv where she was one of the early residents and returning to 

England when my “born to perform” Royal Mater-Mother was born in 1929. 

 

http://www.just3ants.com/FamilyTrees/GevisserBadash/zena/impwom/default.sht

ml 
 

Not to mention my highly literate mother’s choice of the word “trained” in the 4th to 

last paragraph. 

 

Cutting and pasting – www.just3ants.com - Zena  
 

She [Zena] was devastated when sisters had to attend different classes of 

her teachings because some could pass for “Whites” whilst others were 
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labeled “Colored”. This was all during her early years as a mother and when 

her children were born (all four before she was 29) she made up her mind 

that they must be trained to live outside of the country and sadly the land of 
their birth. 

 

It is not only Israeli Military Intelligence and the Mossad who have heard me 

methodically, painstakingly and patiently explain what utter nonsense does it mean 

“must be trained to live outside of the country” if you have a torso, a Yiddisha kop 
which Sebastian Capella would refer to as “Koka”, 4 limbs, a tongue that works in 

conjunction with mouth movements etc etc but most of all unlimited sums of 

monies and other means of exchange in either Swiss bank accounts or Swiss safety 

deposit boxes. 

 

Then again not every single human being in the world is all about “money, me”. 
 

My mother Zena was one of those extraordinarily few exceptions. 

 

So was her mother of Hashalom, Rachel Ash and her most beloved husband my 

granddad of Hasholom Alef-Albert-Al Badash-Ash as was his mother Nechie Badash 
who sat huddled in a small hidden closet as a gang of marauding Cossacks galloped 

into her small village, entered their home and brutally murdered Nechie’s entire 

immediate family by slashing their throats with knives. 

 

In all likelihood you did your military service in South Africa as most likely did 
Shaun and his younger brother Paul and even if they had attended my mother’s 

Charm School it is highly doubtful Zena Gevisser would have even remotely 

suggested that they be “trained to live outside” of South Africa,  although my most 

attentive mother considered Shaun long before he became World Surfing Champion 

in 1977 extraordinarily “marketable” given not only his good looks, great physique, 

great smile, great personality – Note, a 24 X 36 inch masterpiece painting of 
Sebastian Capella, yet to be framed, just fell to the side landing, however, right 

side up after a gush of fresh ocean swept wind blew into our studio house where 

things are a little disarray given how the carpet cleaner failed to show up this 

morning. 

  
Without me having you now thinking I am “going overboard” which immediately 

has you thinking correctly that I am going to push you that much closer to the edge 

in deciding whether you are on the side of light or dark, you knowing better, 

especially since you are an athlete, not to overreact but to take you time before 

responding to my very thoughtful question, 
 

What do you think Israel has to gain by delaying further execution of that 

most ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence report only available for public 

viewing on just3ants.com? 

 
Of course you know when examining the “back and forth” between myself and just 

Keren over at Israeli Military Intelligence’s headquarters in Washington DC that it 
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has been publicly vetted by both IMI and the Mossad who are not exactly in to “fun 

and games” when it comes to the defense-offense of Israel? 

 
Let’s just assume for the moment that I never existed, the same with my mother 

and her father, the same with Nechie Badash. In other words let’s just assume they 

were all figments of my imagination, the same of course with my amazing fighter-

bomber-pilot father Bernie Gevisser who had sum 71 odd missions tucked under his 

belt dive-bombing the crap out of the Nazi bastards high above the skies in 
northern Italy; furthermore that this one photo of Bernie and Dr. Syd Cohen MD 

below 

 
is all doctored. 

 

Lets also just assume that the Mossad who began reporting to Ben Gurion in 

December 1949 were all a bunch of Jewish Kapos picked off the streets of 
downtown Tel-Aviv after selling off first their in-laws and to top it off they were so 

incompetent when choosing their wives not to examine carefully the body parts of 

their in-laws that they had to dig into their own pockets to be rid of them. 

 

Consequently we just assume Ben Gurion and Co. had no way of knowing that De 
Beers played any role let alone a central role in the wholesale slaughter of some 6 

million of the best of the best Jewish people even though the best friend the Jewish 

people ever had was in the form of Field Marshall Jan Smuts who went along in 

1932 with a Kibbutz named after him, decided to keep to himself the knowledge he 

had as second-in-command to Winston Churchill that De Beers who were supplying 
industrial diamonds to Hitler while thwarting the Allies’ efforts to stockpile their own 



industrial diamonds, had infiltrated the highest levels of British Intelligence and 

therefore had access to all of the Allies battle plans including D-Day June 5th-6th, 

1944. 
 

And so we just assume that the smartest of the smart Jewish people who survived 

the Holocaust and further went on to pay no attention to stuff like President 

Franklin D. Roosevelt turning away the MS St. Louis and then going on 6 years 

later, on February 12th, 1945 meets on board the USS Quincy with King Ibn Saud of 
Saudi Arabia sending the clearest signal possible to Ben Gurion along with his 

Hagannah Jewish underground movement headquartered in Jerusalem to not be so 

foolish as to proceed forward with Statehood even though the United States and 

British Governments will later go through the formality of voting in favor, all the 

while arming Israel’s mostly Arab enemies not only with weaponry but intelligence. 

 
I will let you use your own wild imagination to think of all the distractions that 

plagued people like Ben Gurion and Co. bearing in mind that De Beers are simply a 

corporation and have no standing army. Moreover, the United States Government 

has for more than a century executed its Regime Change policy against each and 

every one of their regimes who didn’t “play ball” but somehow when Ernest 
Oppenheimer says, “Fuck you America. Over our dead bodies will we supply you 

with the stockpile of diamonds you want and have us risk our so very carefully 

contrived currency monopoly” the US Government run away with their tails 

between their legs. 

 
You do know that while I still pretty much speak with a Durban English South 

African accent I didn’t get off a boat just yesterday in Haifa harbor where my 

paternal grandfather and founder of the Moshal Gevisser Group of Companies 

owned priceless beach harbor properties going back to the 1920s, all paid for in 

cash just like all the many properties of the public corporation Moshal Gevisser 

whose shares were actively traded on the Johannesburg stock exchange until 1969 
when the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel “close shop” with their DAAC Agenda, 

“Take the money now or open up a taco stand”. 

 

Did you know that not long after American Charles Engelhard spearheaded the 

forced sale of MGs, my mother and father purchased a Burger Ranch franchise in 
Durban, not all that far from South African Clothing Industries that was founded by 

my step-father Alan Zulman and his “best friend” Abe Dubin and where Shaun’s 

mother-in-law who was at one time one of my mother’s models also used to work? 

 

BTW what do you think of the “back and forth” between Adam L. Tucker and this 
Mr. David P. Minsk II - Click HERE although you should soon to be able to pick it up 

on www.just3ants.com and if you are having trouble just email Adam and/or David. 

 

So let’s get back to all of us Jewish people being like most if not all of the Jewish 

South Africans you know who only Jewish when it suits them and something, trust 
me, perfectly understood by not only Ben Gurion and Co. but by the greatest 

Gentile friend of the Jewish people devout Christian Afrikaner Field Marshall Jan 

Smuts. 
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So what if there was no “intelligence” shared between Jan Smuts who would have 

taken over from Churchill had Churchill the drunk become fully incapacitated or 
died during World Oil War II and Ben Gurion using their most trusted “runners” 

between London, England and Tel-Aviv, Israel? 

 

Israel, in order to survive, had to play for time knowing that time favored inevitably 

its enemies growing exponentially in numbers and who were being supplied not 
only with the United States’ best weaponry but in the US also supplying Israel could 

provide Israel’s warring neighbors how best to both defend against Israel’s US 

made weapon systems as well attack Israel’s “weak underbelly”. 

 

What do you think tells me that you have never once thought about this so very 

important fact of life over the past 6 decades as with each passing moment you 
were not alone amongst your Jewish South African friends in thinking the absolute 

utter nonsense of all those monies raised from mostly fat cats filthy rich South 

Africans? 

 

What tells me also you were shocked out of your mind to hear that my Royal 
Mater’s very close friend Boris Senior, Deputy Chief of Staff of the brutal Israel Air 

Force and formerly a secret member of the more militant Irgun Jewish Underground 

movement left behind in South Africa some 50 Spitfires in perfect working order 

condition that he had purchased for at 6 English pounds Sterling in a rigged auction 

in South Africa? 
 

But as soon as you heard the word, “rigged” your mind ever so slightly began to 

wander, having you now think that pretty much everything is rigged. 

 

Then again, you know, because you have evidence of my existence along with my 

fine track record that shows I am not only honest but willing to risk everything in 
order to spread my knowledge. 

 

So what do you think people like Ben Gurion thought they had to lose by trusting 

every Jewish person they met apart from losing the State of Israel. 

 
Have you noticed how many people today armed with all the knowledge of the 

duplicity of so many people benefitting from Israel being at war for the past 6 

decades have contributed to www.just3ants.com that provides the most reliable 

and unique information; quite the source of truth, wouldn’t you agree? 

 
I just heard from a very close and good neighbor friend that coming this June 1st, 

around 10 AM a genuine steam engine train will be traveling by very slowly our 

most awesome love and art filled studio cliff house and of course the first thing out 

of my most beautiful, worker bee, most brilliant artist oil painter French-Canadian 

wife’s mouth, not to forget her most beautiful smile was, “I must have the camera 
ready to take photos” as she now bends over placing three of her great works in 

frames for a showing at the Del Mar Fair – Click HERE. 
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So we go from December 1949 when the Mossad first began officially reporting to 

Ben Gurion who you recall was the first Prime Minister of Israel all the way through 

to 1978 when I arrived in the United States, the same time that the De Beers-Anglo 
American Cartel began to give well-known investigative journalist and Hollywood 

blockbuster author Edward Jay Epstein access to many of their deep hidden secrets. 

 

The Mossad now, no matter how very dumb, also had to know at least as much as 

Epstein was able to pick up about the US Justice Department’s knowledge of the 
extraordinary “gun-money-power” of the DAAC, available to the general public 

since the mid-1970s under the Freedom of Information Act. 

 

Now remember as much as it looks like in Steven SPIelberg’s epic 2005 movie 

MUNIch like the Mossad were picking up bums who couldn’t shoot straight off the 

streets of Tel-Aviv, in real life they had already executed rather brilliantly 
assassinating most of the masterminds of the 1972 Munich Olympic massacres 

when 11 defenseless Israeli athletes began to be brutally murdered, some 3 odd 

days after I arrived at Sde Boker in the Negev, Desert and some 57 odd days 

before I met for the first time with Ben Gurion who was now living at Kibbutz Sde 

Boker, on November 1st, 1972, some 13 odd months to the day before he passed 
away. 

 

Now let’s jump forward to 1982 and Epstein first publishes his most fascinating 

non-fiction novel and the Mossad are “faced with the truth” of having to deal with 

reading about how the OSS, the forerunner to the CIA did nothing about De Beers 
refusing to “play ball”; remember this was a fricken company that has no army, 

supplying the enemy while refusing to follow an order by the President of the 

United States who also carries the title, Commander In Chief of all US Armed 

Forces. 

 

Again, remember that we here in the United States of America go in and change 
Regimes like my awesomely sexy wife changes her one-of-a-kind sexy underwear, 

and nothing I can tell you pleases me when coming out of the shower and having to 

delicately remove them hanging on a dry towel, and yet the US doesn’t even balk 

at a nonsense company? 

 
So you think Ben Gurion himself was never distracted by the opposite sex? 

 

How long do you think it took for word to reach him when my Royal Mother dressed 

just like this below 



 
 
would arrive in Israel beginning “from the earliest days of 1949, she [Zena] visited 

Israel two and three times a year, writing reports for different publications”? 

 

You think her father, Al Ash with some one million English Pounds Sterling in his 

“back pocket” was just staying at home at their tiny one bedroom apartment in a 
relatively high non-descript apartment complex overlooking snake park, on 

Durban’s northern beaches was just “staying put” counting his money? 

 

Now you see below my granddad Al in the center, my mother at his right side and 

my father on Al’s far left and his adopted son Joe Ash on Al’s far right. 
 



 
 
Do you appreciate that Edward Jay Epstein is no inconsequential investigative 

reporter? 

 

So now let’s jump forward to right this minute, 8:48 AM Pacific Standard Time. 

 
Does the Mossad need weapon systems from the United States that also go to 

Israel’s enemies along with the information on how to defend against such 

weapons? 

 

Let’s just say that I had some influence with the Mossad as well as Israeli Military 
Intelligence and I could get you a job cleaning the toilets on the floor where Keren 

works. 

 

Let’s just say you wanted to not necessarily get a desk job but you would like to 

earn a little more money on the side even if it is just once by ingratiating yourself 
with Keren after she has returned from powdering her nose and is impressed with 

how spotlessly clean you keep the toilets 24/7 even coming in on your weekends 

off just in case a fly has got through the screening process, miscalculates its 

landing on the seat of one of the toilets and ends up drowning, your concern that 

the fly has leprosy that could spread to humans even though there has been no 



record of anyone so far at the Office for the Israeli Department of Defense even 

dying of a dead fly bite on the tochas. 

 
Don’t you think you would have no trouble whatsoever simply suggesting to Keren 

that Israel might want to get at least a bigger discount on their weapon purchases 

from the U.S. and very possibly if you have shaved, brushed your teeth, you now 

looking respectable, you might gain enough of her attention to simply cut right to 

the chase and say, “WHY IN GOD’S NAME DOES ISRAEL HAVE TO PAY A SINGLE 
PENNY FOR ANYTHING INCLUDING OIL”? 

 

You want to know how I have the energy for all this when I could if not able to 

convince my so sexily dressed F-C wife to just make love to just grab my light 

wetsuit and be out in the surf on my paddle ski in less than 3 minutes without even 

breaking a sweat? 
 

Today, with the internet and in particular email there are less excuses for each of 

us since today, right this instant we can widdle it down to who exactly is 

responsible for all the carnage throughout the world and hold these nothing to 

speak of bastards fully accountable. 
 

Had the State of Israel stood up too boldly in the previous decades to the US 

Government they would have been annihilated, caught up in the “cold war” and 

quite possible hit from both sides. 

 
And remember the US Government is the only power in the world that has dropped 

not one but two nuclear bombs on civilian populations. 

 

Remember as well the DAAC back all sides to conflicts to ensure their place with 

whomever is victorious. 

 
Bear also in mind the numbers kept getting stacked up against this fledging Jewish 

state given how the numbers of its neighbors constantly being worked into a frenzy 

would just by their sheer numbers one day swarm.  

 

How incompetent would an Israeli cabinet member be this very hour to actually 
purchase weapons and/or intelligence while so well armed to the teeth as well as 

having the moral authority. 

 

My wife who has no idea what I am writing but again “on top of things” is telling 

me, “I now want a glass of wine… It is kinda hard to reach the refrigerator”. 
 

Most people are not part of the “status quo” and most of them are not very proud 

of what America is doing in the rest of the world and unaware of what is really 

going on while aware somewhat of that book that has 1984 in the title where the 

person in charge of security is the most responsible for all the lack of security. 
 

If you have no other comment at least tell me which you fear more peace or the “$ 

hit list” [sic]? 



 

PS – do you think that the interest in western art that shows the Indian so 

powerful, like it was a fair fight, is a little warped, even though it makes us Lily 
White Wheaty Eaters feel “sumwhat” [sic] “secure”; and now that we are weak it is 

“nice” to “retreat” in to this “feel good nostalgia”? 

 

Wouldn’t it be cool if we depicted the truth, how we used our guns to starve them 

into submission, showed them with bows and arrows and us holding the guns. 
 

What choice did they have in this lopsided fight? 

 

And why not do modern times Indians with the booze and how we now corral them, 

putting them in the poorest lands where they couldn’t hunt and sustain themselves 

with the land, and became dependant on government handouts, so the next 
generation only knew from that, and each subsequent generation had their culture 

destroyed; and unfortunately it is not like China where a little revolution will pass; 

in China 50 years of a 5,000 year old art culture is nothing; the Indians’ only 

culture was through songs and stories; they never wrote, their art was very 

practical art type, no writing to speak of; they were nomads and they didn’t had big 
congregations of Indians together, they were small tribes; i.e. it was not a strong 

culture; in China they would be considered a minority; the Indian never had to 

really compete until the white man came along, but of course they were fighting 

amongst each other, just like in Africa and overwhelmed. 

 
US Whities thinking that they were savages since they didn’t write and if you didn’t 

write and have a house and have tea every day and believed that the sun was more 

important than some God on a stick, then you were worthless; US ending with, 

“Lets us show you the way”, have sex, dilute the race when not killing them 

immediately; and to top it off now we have Jewish South African Sol “Gambling 

Czar” Kersner having cut his teeth in the “Homelands” of South Africa now perfectly 
his craft in Indian Gaming. 

 

How proud can any of us really be? 

 

Remember, my French-Canadian wife is 1/32nd Huron Indian and I just happened to 
catch her making some insightful comments that of course she can’t be bothered to 

help edit. 

 

So help in any way you can. 

 
[Word 4911] 
 
_______________________________________ 
From: Garry Purkiss [mailto:exnatal@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Thursday, May 15, 2008 8:50 AM 
To: david aufrichtig; Gil Baer; Tracy Borkum; Oscar Dike; Graham Downes; Michael Friedman; Gary 
Gevisser; Marc Goupile; Lawrence Hart; Carla & Joey Hotz; Ricky Jacobs; Jeff Jaffe; Jeff Jaffe; 'Gavin 
Jaffe'; Howard Katz; Anita Magnenat; Rob Purkiss; Hilarie Sellers; Ellana Slotar; Alec Smollan; Jacob 
Steinaluf; Dee Summers; Shaun Tomson; Jennifer Tomson; paul tomson; Marie p Tomson; tracy tomson 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%20GPURKISS-DOGEATDOG.pdf
mailto:[mailto:exnatal@yahoo.com]


Cc: Andrew Duncan; Carina Von Sorgenfrei 
Subject: ISRAEL at 60 -- 

 

this is so awesome...........and breathtaking! Makes you feel a strong sense of pride. 
 

--- On Thu, 5/15/08, carina <carinavs@aucor.com> wrote: 

From: carina <carinavs@aucor.com> 

Subject: FW: ISRAEL at 60 -- 

To: "'Garry Purkiss'" <exnatal@yahoo.com>, arthi.s@iafrica.com, zulu1@telkomsa.net 

Date: Thursday, May 15, 2008, 7:03 AM 
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